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Abstract Given the abundant quantities of big

spatiotemporal geographic data that are available,

interactions among spatial entities can now be

extracted from various perspectives. This research

investigates the spatial interactions within the metro-

polis of Beijing quantitatively. Two methods of

quantifying the interactions are proposed. These

interactions can be calculated from either individual

trajectories extracted from mobile phone records or

the co-occurrence of the toponyms of administrative

units mentioned in online news items. By fitting these

two types of data with a gravity model and comparing

the results, we determine that the distance decay effect

exists in both data sets, and this effect is more obvious

in the interactions computed from the human trajec-

tories. The spatial interactions and connections quan-

tified from the two data sources display greater

numbers of mutual patterns in the central urban areas,

whereas more diversity is observed in the suburban

areas. We conclude that the choice of assumptions as

to which data can adequately represent spatial inter-

actions significantly affects the results; therefore,

rigorous examination of specific problems is needed

to redefine the problems in a more specific way.

Keywords Spatial interactions �Mobile phone data �
Mass media data � Co-occurrence � Beijing

Introduction

New approaches to the planning and management of

urban regions, such as sustainable development and

smart growth, require information on both the appar-

ent properties of urbanized areas, such as their sizes,

shapes, and magnitudes, and their implicit properties,

such as the intensity of connectivity (ties) among the

regions that make up a city.

Urban development promotes an intensification of

traffic and subsequently fosters stronger interactions

between districts in terms of flows of people, materials

and information. Interactions among regions usually

result in significant changes inside cities in terms of

their spatial extents, structures and functions; thus,

they have received considerable attention in the

scientific community (Herold et al. 2003).

Traditionally, remote sensing provides spatially

consistent data sets that cover large areas with both
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high spatial detail and high temporal frequency.

Through the analysis of remotely sensed data, urban

growth and land-use change can be monitored and

modelled (Herold et al. 2003; Luo and Wei 2009;

Vermeiren et al. 2012). However, remote sensing data

do not represent the short-term human activities that

contribute to urban processes (Jendryke et al. 2017).

The wide use of mobile electronic devices equipped

with location awareness technologies produces abun-

dant spatiotemporal geographical big data, such as

mobile phone records, taxi GPS trajectories (Kang

et al. 2013; Liu et al. 2015; Veloso et al. 2011), bus

integrated circuit (IC) card records (Long et al. 2012),

and social network check-in data (Van Zanten et al.

2016). These new geospatial data make it possible to

obtain information on cities from the perspective of

individuals and to chart different flows at fine spatial

and temporal resolutions accurately (Lu and Liu

2012). Data, such as mobile-based trajectory data

and online massmedia data, combinedwith innovative

techniques even offer the potential to significantly

improve the analysis, understanding, representation

and modelling of urban dynamics.

From a bottom-up perspective, individual trajecto-

ries link places together through place-human inter-

actions. Greater numbers of trajectories linking two

regions indicate greater flows of people and stronger

interactions among the places considered.

From a top-down perspective, mass media data can

capture the social, economic, cultural, and political

aspects of a society synergistically at an aggregate

scale, rather than the individual scale. For example, it

is possible to build a semantic linkage between areas

of interest from the frequency of co-occurrence of

place names in news archives. If the names of two

places appear in the same web news document, the two

geographical entities may be linked. The number of

co-occurrences of pairs of place names or the prob-

ability of their co-occurrence can be used as a

quantitative index, with higher probabilities indicating

tighter connections. From an aggregate perspective,

web-based toponym co-occurrence analysis of mass

media data can reveal the macroscopic connections

between regions and urban structures, in particular

when the relevant socioeconomic data are not

available.

This study represents a contribution and provides a

tool for use by urban planners and designers, as well as

scientists who use spatial information from various

sources to observe urban processes. We examine both

the movement trajectories of individuals derived from

mobile phone data and the toponym co-occurrence

data extracted frommassmedia articles to characterize

the intensity of the interactions among administrative

units in Beijing, China. In this study, the intensities of

ties between pairs of administrative units are decom-

posed into the intensities of interactions and connec-

tions, which can be calculated separately using the

mobile phone and online news data.

A brief review on quantifying spatial interaction

The study of spatial interactions, which investigates

the movements of humans, materials and information,

began long ago (Haggett et al. 1978). These interac-

tions usually result in significant changes in cities in

terms of their spatial extents, structures and even

functions. Therefore have received substantial atten-

tion in the scientific community (Lathia et al. 2012;

Smith et al. 2013). Researchers have used different

methods and datasets to examine the flows of people,

materials, and information. Abel and Sander (2014)

visually quantified the international migration flows

globally from 1990 to 2020 using migration data for

196 countries. Using data on 4,000,000 commuters,

Nelson and Rae (2016) identified patterns of economic

interconnection in the US and divided the states into

labour markets. Shen (2004) used a simplified alge-

braic method to examine passenger transport data

obtained from an airline passenger database to study

inter-city spatial interactions across the US. Chen et al.

(2013) studied the connections of city functions in the

Pearl River delta using data describing inter-city

passenger flows. Transportation data are widely used

to examine material flows. Xu et al. (2015) studied the

spatial interactions among global shipping networks

using container shipping data. Djankov and Freund

(2002) studied the interactions among the countries of

the former Soviet Union based on the trade flows

among them. The flow data used in the aforemen-

tioned studies are mainly obtained from census

statistics or questionnaire surveys. These data have

coarse spatial resolutions and lack real-time dynam-

ical information. Furthermore, these data also have

difficulty in accurately reflecting human activities, due

to their lack of precision.
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The strength of the interaction between two places

is controlled by the distance decay effect; i.e., it

declines as the distance between the places increases

(Zipf 1949; Liu et al. 2014a). The distance decay

effect can be described by the gravity model, in which

the numerator can be any specified characteristic of the

places, such as their masses, populations, or economic

values (Matsumoto 2004; Fuellhart 2003; Xiao et al.

2013; Kang et al. 2013). These interactions can also be

measured using other indexes from social science or

even virtual networks, such as check-ins and following

numbers (Liu et al. 2014a, b, c). However, gravity

models only work well at certain spatial scales because

the decay of the interaction intensity is sensitive to the

distance, which is not always true (Simini et al. 2012;

Stefanouli and Polyzos 2017; Masucci et al. 2013).

Significant progress has been achieved in studying

spatial interactions over the past several decades.

However, previous studies focus mainly on countries

or urban agglomerations and treat individual cities as

nodes; insufficient attention has been devoted to

examining the spatial interactions within cities. In

the big data era, large amounts of geographic infor-

mation have been acquired that reveal human

behaviour in urban spaces and provide new opportu-

nities to perceive the flows of various elements among

regions and the interactions within cities quantita-

tively. Birkin and Malleson (2012) deduced the

behaviours and locations of users from 1 year of

Twitter data that covered Leeds to construct an

individual-level model of city structure and dynamics.

Hollenstein and Purves (2010) sketched out the core

areas of London and Chicago using 8 million Flickr

images and their locations posted over the course of

1 month. Liu et al. (2012) used GPS data collected by

taxis in Shenzhen, China, to quantify the flow of

resident commuters and explored the relationship

between intra-urban trip patterns and land use. Shi

et al. (2015) used mobile phone data to study the

relationships among individual users and to categorize

these users based on their mobility patterns. Niu et al.

(2014) used mobile phone data collected in Shanghai

to investigate the dynamic density of users at different

times during workdays and weekends; they identified

the functions of urban public centres to better under-

stand the spatial structure of central cities. Wang and

Zhen (2016), Li et al. (2013), and Wang and Deng

(2016) analysed the interactions among cities in China

using website data from the SINA micro-blog service.

As interdisciplinary urban computing has become

more prevalent, the field of urban sensing has shifted

its focus from a pure ‘‘city’’ perspective to the

agglomeration of ‘‘people, environments, and cities’’

(Feng and Xiao 2014).

Another facet of the study of spatial connections

lies in the field of natural language processing, by

which the connection intensity between two places can

be inferred from large amounts of text. In fact, the

study of word co-occurrence data can be traced back to

the 1970s or even earlier (Van Rijsbergen 1977).

Today, it is much easier to obtain and calculate the

probability of co-occurring place names in digital

mass media data. Though many studies examine

toponym co-occurrence in mass media outlets (Roark

and Charniak 1998; Peat and Willett 1991; He 1999;

Bhattacharya and Basu 1998; Zhong et al. 2017), only

a few of these studies focus on the analysis of spatial

interactions. Liu et al. (2014b) analysed the spatial

structure of China based on the co-occurrence of the

toponyms of provincial units in the mass media and

identified four kinds of relationships among the

provinces: part-whole relations, spatial proximity,

interactions, and similarities. The latter two relation-

ships mainly reflect the interactions between spatial

entities and are commonly reported in the news,

whereas the former two relationships typically receive

less coverage.

Materials and methods

Mobile phone data

The mobile phone dataset used in this research was

obtained from the China Mobile Communication

Company (CMCC), which is currently the largest

communication provider on the market. The dataset

includes 16 million records of CMCC mobile phone

users collected on Dec. 3, 2015. A record is generated

when a user makes a phone call, sends a text message,

or connects to the Internet. Another record is gener-

ated when a user moves and connects to a new base

station. Each record contains information including

the ID of the user, the time when the record was made,

the ID of the base station, and the location where the

record was generated. The dataset, which contains

information on 16 million users, covers all age ranges

(12–90); for comparison, the number of permanent
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residents in Beijing was approximately 21.7 million in

2016. The entire area of the city, from urban to rural

areas, is covered by these base stations.

Online news data

The online news data used in this study were crawled

from Baidu News (baidu.com), the largest online news

aggregation website in China. We found 71,163 news

items that contain the Chinese name of any of the 16

administrative units of Beijing with dates between

January 1st, 2014 and February 22nd, 2017. None of

the articles are repeated news re-distributed by differ-

ent websites, as duplicate news items are filtered by

the Baidu news aggregation service; therefore, all the

news items obtained are unique. We save the URL of

each piece of news that includes the Chinese name of

at least one administrative unit within Beijing. All of

the saved URLs are further searched to determine

whether the Chinese names of the other 15 adminis-

trative units also appear in the same news item. We

count the number of news items that include the

Chinese names of at least two of the 16 administrative

units and prepare a 16-by-16 co-occurrence matrix.

Each row and column in the matrix represents one of

the administrative units in Beijing, and the values in

the matrix represent the co-occurrence probabilities of

the names of any two administrative units that coexist

in a news item.

Methodology

This study examines the mobile phone and news

datasets in parallel, although they are obtained at

different spatial scales (Fig. 1). The two datasets are

first preprocessed to remove unreasonable records.

Different methods are then applied to examine the two

datasets to extract the ties among the regions at

different spatial scales. Finally, both datasets are

aggregated to extract the ties among the regions at the

administrative unit scale. The ties among the regions

are then fitted using the gravity model, and the

modelling performance is evaluated by examining the

goodness of fit (GOF).

Mobile phone data preprocessing

The mobile phone data is first preprocessed to detect

and eliminate outsiders and skippers. In this study,

‘‘outsiders’’ are defined as the points that are located

Fig. 1 The framework of

the methodology
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outside of the study area of Beijing. All of the records

that were generated beyond our study area are deleted

from the database and are not considered in this study.

‘‘Skippers’’ are defined as users who move impossibly

fast; that is, they ‘‘jump’’ from one base station to

another at an impossibly high speed. A record may

also be generated when a user is within a crossing area

at the border between two or more base stations. In

such circumstances, mobile phone connections some-

times switch back and forth between these base

stations, even if the user makes no significant move-

ment at all. A speed threshold (200 km/h) is used to

detect the pseudo-movements and delete all of the

‘‘skipper’’ locations.

Stay point detection from mobile phone data

Previous studies have shown that the interactions

within a city can be characterized by examining the

patterns of a large number of individual movements

(Liu et al. 2012). However, mobile phone records are

not generated repeatedly on a periodic basis. As noted

above, a record is generated when a user makes a

phone call, send a text message, or connects to the

Internet. As a result, active users tend to trigger more

records; thus, their trajectories are more accurately

depicted. Therefore, trajectories with different num-

bers of records must be standardized before they are

used to reflect the interactions among different places.

In this study, we simplify the trajectories through

extracting the important places users visit or stay, such

as their homes, workplaces, and restaurants. In other

words, the places along the trajectories of city

residents where they spend most of their time are

highlighted. In this study, we apply a stay point

algorithm (Ye et al. 2009; Zheng and Zhou 2011) to

extract the stay points along the movement trajectories

of the users. A stay point represents a geographic

region where a user remains for a pre-defined time

period. In this study, we define a stay point as a specific

site where a user spends more than 30 min within a

range of 500 m. Once all of the stay points have been

identified, the movement trajectories of the users can

be simplified into a sequence of stay points, from

which we can infer individual activities once the time

and duration information in the records is further

considered.

Figure 2a exemplifies the daily trajectory of one

individual with six stay points. This person leaves

home at 7:00 am, as indicated by the point 1 record.

He/she makes two phone calls on the way to work at

7:30 and 8:30, which are recorded at points 2 and 3.

Point 4 is recorded after the person arrives at his/her

office and makes another call at 9:00. After work, the

person decides to go shopping. He/she arrives at the

shopping mall at 19:00 and generates point 5 when he/

she makes a call. Finally, the person makes another

call after he/she goes home at 21:00, thus generating

point 6. Of these records, only points 1, 4, 5, and 6 are

detected as stay points because the user stays at these

places for a sufficiently long time, rather than simply

passing by. Note that there are two kinds of stay points,

as shown in Fig. 2b. Stay point A represents a place

where a person stays for a long time, such as a

shopping mall. In contrast, stay point B represents the

geometric centre of several densely clustered records.

However, stay point B does not lie exactly on the

original trajectory.

Fig. 2 Stay point detection. a An example of simplifying the

daily trajectory of an individual into a stay point sequence; b two
kinds of stay points: a stay point that represents a fixed point and

a stay point that represents a set of points
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Co-occurrence matrix of toponyms in the news

The news dataset is also preprocessed (Fig. 3) before

analysis. Only news items with a date stamp are

considered valid in this study, whereas all of the URLs

without a time stamp are deleted. We then build a co-

occurrence matrix by counting the number of valid

news items that include the names of at least two of the

administrative units of Beijing.

We then construct a graph structure to model the

toponym co-occurrence network. As an undirected

graph, the vertices in the network are expressed by the

names of the 16 administrative units. The co-

occurrence relationships among the 16 administrative

units form the edges of the graph. Let G = (V, E) be

the graph, which can be denoted by a co-occurrence

matrix. In the corresponding matrix A, 8vi; vj 2 V; if

eij [ E, then aij= 1; otherwise aij= 0. A is a symmetric

matrix; i.e., 8vi; vj 2 V; eij 2 E; eij ¼ eji.

By aggregating the matrix A to the edges of graph

G, the co-occurrence network can be transformed to a

weighted undirected graph G = (V, E, W), which is

characterized by a set of vertices V, a set of edges E,

and a set of weights W. The values of W form a 16-by-

16 matrix in which each element corresponds to the

Fig. 3 The flow diagram of

extracting the co-occurrence

statistics of toponyms in

news items
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relative frequency of occurrence. wij is calculated as

follows:

wij ¼
Xn

vj2B vjð Þ
cj

where B(vj) is the set of toponym vertices that have a

co-occurrence relation with vj, and cj is the frequency

of vj on the online news pages Dj. In short, the values

of wij measure the strength of the interactions among

the administrative units.

Spatial interaction modelling

In this study, we fit the gravity model to the interaction

intensities that are derived from the mobile phone data

and the news data. Although the Poissonmodel may be

more appropriate than the log-normal model in fitting

a gravity model to the data of counting type (Flow-

erdew and Aitkin 1982), in order to compare the

distance attenuation coefficient with most of other

researches that use popularized log-normal model

with ordinary least square fitting, the same method

were used. As used in the study of spatial interactions,

the gravity model can be stated as:

Iij ¼ K
PiPj

D
b
ij

where Iij and Dij are the intensity of a spatial

interaction and the distance between units i and j,

respectively. K is a constant, and b is the distance

decay coefficient, which usually ranges from - 2 to

- 1 (Kang et al. 2012; Gao et al. 2013; Xiao et al.

2013).

The variable Pi represents the number of phone call

records made within the administrative units, whereas

Pj represents the total number of news items that

include the names of the administrative units. The

GOF represented by the R2 is calculated to determine

whether the interaction intensity complies with

Tobler’s law of geography. The GOF (that is, the

R2) is calculated at the scale of base stations,

townships, and administrative units to evaluate how

the interaction intensity varies with spatial scale. The

GOF of the interaction intensities that are derived from

the news data is calculated only at the administrative

unit level, and the results are compared to the GOF

derived from the mobile phone data at the same spatial

scale.

Results

The inner urban interactions based on the mobile

phone data

In total 12,279,121 trajectories are reconstructed

within our study area from the mobile phone records

collected on December 6th, 2015 (Table 1). The

average length of the trajectories is 17.7 km, and the

standard deviation is 29.45 km. On average, each

trajectory includes records that were generated at 28

base stations.

The 16 undirected weighted sub-networks show the

interactions between each administrative unit and the

15 other units. The sizes of the disks and the

thicknesses of the lines in each sub-network show

the strength of the interaction intensity, which is

determined by the number of trajectories that link

specific pairs of administrative units. As shown in

Fig. 4, the five strongest interaction intensities are

those between Dongcheng and Chaoyang; Xicheng

and Haidian; Chaoyang and Haidian; Chaoyang and

Fengtai; and Fengtai and Daxing. In contrast, the five

weakest interaction intensities are those between

Pinggu and Yanqing; Mentougou and Pinggu; Miyun

and Yanqing; Mentougou and Miyun; and Mentougou

and Huairou.

A multi-scale analysis is shown in Fig. 5, above.

The left three panels present the interactions among

Table 1 Summary statistics for the original trajectories and the stay point sequences

Number of

trajectories

Average number of

points

Average trajectory length

(km)

Standard deviation

(km)

Original trajectories 12,270,000 28 17.7 29.5

Stay point

sequences

2 3.7 2.5
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regions at different scales in Beijing, whereas the right

three panels reveal the relationships between interac-

tion intensity and distance.

Over these three scales, the overall pattern is that, as

the colour changes from dark yellow to light yellow,

the interaction intensity decreases from the centre of

Beijing to its edges. The existence of the distance

decay effect is further confirmed by the scatter

diagrams, which reveal that the interaction intensity

decreases as the distance increases. However, mea-

surements of the interactions made using different

scales lead to different patterns in some local areas.

We constructed 320 and 20,978 sub-networks at the

township and base station levels. Each sub-network

has its own centre node, which is connected with all of

the other nodes. We then use the gravity model to fit

Fig. 4 The inter-unit interactions based on the mobile phone data. aMaps showing the interaction intensities among the administrative

units; b ranked interaction intensity matrix
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each of the sub-networks. Table 2 shows the relation-

ship between the distance coefficient b of the gravity

model and the intensity at different scales. The results

conform to the law of distance decay and show that the

interaction intensity decreases as the distance between

administrative units increases. The GOF, as

represented by R2, increases from - 0.31 to 0.92 as

the interactions are examined from the base station to

the administrative levels.

A significant ‘‘centre radiation’’ pattern is present in

Beijing at all three levels; that is, the central admin-

istrative units, including Dongcheng, Xicheng,

Fig. 5 Maps of inter-unit interactions and the distance decay effect on multiple scales
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Chaoyang and Haidian, have significantly stronger

interactions with all of the other units than do the

suburban administrative units (Fig. 6).

The interaction intensity also varies at different

scales. Strong interactions at the administrative unit

scale may become weak at the township and base

station scales. At the administrative unit scale, units

serving the same function within the city tend to have

fewer connections. In contrast, a weak interaction at

the administrative unit scale is likely to be strong at the

township scale. Some residential areas around the 5th

Ring Road have strong interactions with the central

urban area, which is obvious at the base station or

township scales. However, these intense interactions

do not bring two administrative areas significantly

closer. For example, the largest residential area in

Beijing, Tiantongyuan, has a high population density

and strong interactions with the central urban area

inside the 5th Ring Road because of daily commuting.

These interactions are obvious in the first two panels in

Fig. 5. However, as shown in the bottom panel, the

interaction between Changping and Chaoyang is

relatively weak at the administrative unit scale.

Here, we note that the administrative boundaries

are defined artificially; therefore, when different

boundary systems are used in this analysis, the

resulting correlation coefficients may vary substan-

tially, reflecting inconsistent results. This behaviour is

called the modifiable areal unit problem (MAUP)

(Fotheringham and Wong 1991). The MAUP affects

the results when point-based measures of spatial

phenomena are aggregated into districts. Nevertheless,

when the results of two data sources are compared

using the same set of administrative boundaries, as in

this study, this problem can be minimized (Fothering-

ham and Wong 1991).

Table 2 Statistics and

fitting coefficients at each

spatial scale

Base station Township Administrative unit

Number of areas 20,978 320 16

Average distance of the nearest neighbour 480 m 4 km 20 km

Coefficient of distance decay b 0.34 1.12 1.13

Goodness of fit R2 - 0.31 0.63 0.92

Fig. 6 T test for the intensity within the core areas and between the outer areas
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The inter-unit connections based on the news data

Figure 7 shows the patterns of interaction intensity

between administrative units that are calculated based

on the news data. The values in the matrix represent

the number of news items that include two adminis-

trative units. As shown in Fig. 7, the 5 strongest

interactions are identified between Chaoyang and

Haidian; Dongcheng and Xicheng; Dongcheng and

Chaoyang; Xicheng and Chaoyang; and Xicheng and

Haidian. The 5 weakest interactions are those between

Shijingshan and Pinggu; Shijingshan and Mentougou;

Shijingshan and Huairou; Shijingshan and Miyun; and

Xicheng and Mentougou.

Fig. 7 The inter-unit connections based on the news data. a Maps of connection intensity between administrative units; b ranked

interaction intensity matrix
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Discussion

Consistency between the results derived

from the mobile phone and online news data

The distance decay effect exists in the ties among the

regions at different spatial scales in Beijing. Closer

regions usually have stronger bonds. The two data

sources reveal a mutual regional bonding pattern of

concentric circles, in which the inner circles display

closer bonds.

At the administrative unit scale, the mobile phone

and online news data show very similar inter-unit

interactions within our study area (Fig. 8). The

correlation coefficients between the interactions based

on the mobile phone data and the connections based on

the news data decay gradually from the central urban

area to the suburbs. The correlation coefficients range

from 0.79 to 0.91, and the correlations are statistically

significant for the districts of Dongcheng, Xicheng,

Chaoyang, Fengtai, and Haidian. These 5 regions are

clustered in the centre of Beijing. A lower correlation

coefficient of less than 0.5 (p[ 0.01) is found for

Mentougou, Fangshan, Daxing, Huairou, Pinggu,

Fig. 8 The correlations between the interactions determined using the mobile phone data and the connections based on the news data

cFig. 9 The differences between the interactions based on the

mobile phone data and the connections based on the news data.

a Rank difference matrix; b map of interaction intensity based

on the mobile phone data and the connections based on the news

data; c map of the intensity differences
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Miyun, and Yanqing. These units are located in the

suburban areas. The transitional zone between the

central and suburban areas includes Shijingshan,

Tongzhou, Shunyi (p\ 0.01), and Changping, which

show correlation coefficient values ranging between

0.5 and 0.75. The correlations are not statistically

significant for most of the administrative units in this

zone, except Shunyi.

Divergence between the results derived

from the mobile phone data and the online news

data

Distance affects the bond strength between adminis-

trative units to a greater degree when the strength is

calculated using the human trajectories, rather than the

online news data.

Although the administrative units are at the same

political level, their importance in urban functions

may vary, and this study may show that administrative

units serving similar functions tend to show stronger

interactions. For example, the two central units of

Dongcheng and Xicheng share very similar urban

functions; thus, they are often mentioned together in

news data, leading to a relatively strong connection

between these units. The two suburban units of Miyun

and Yanqing also show a relatively tight connection,

as reflected by their co-occurrence probability, despite

the long distance between them. This phenomenon

cannot be simply explained by the gravity model and

does not show a clear distance decay effect (Fig. 9b).

A difference matrix is created to illustrate the

divergence between the intensity of the mobile phone-

based interactions and the online news-based connec-

tions. The numbers in the matrix represent the

differences in rank between the results derived from

the news data and the cell phone data. Positive values

indicate that the rankings based on the news data are

higher than those obtained using the cell phone data,

whereas negative values reflect the opposite differ-

ence. On the whole, the units with positive values

(darker red), which indicate cases in which stronger

interactions are inferred from the cell phone data than

the news data, are mainly distributed in the middle of

this difference matrix. On the other hand, the units

with negative values (darker green) lie at the bottom of

this matrix.

Projecting the difference matrix (Fig. 9a) into

geographical space (Fig. 9c) shows the spatial patterns

revealed by the differences in ranks. The results show

that the differences between the regional interactions

and connections are spatially heterogeneous. Follow-

ing the colour scheme used in the matrix, the

interactions represented by darker red lines are

distributed in the central portion of the study area

and concentrate in the southwest. The units connected

with darker green lines describe a large circle around

the boundary of the city. Most parts of the adminis-

trative units located to the north and east, including

Yanqing, Huairou, Miyun, Pinggu, Shunyi and

Tongzhou, display an obvious pattern; specifically,

the interactions with other areas inferred from the

mobile phone data are almost always stronger than the

connections inferred from the news data. However, in

the southwestern part of the study area, including

Changping, Mentougou, Shijingshan, Fengtai, and

Daxing but excluding Fangshan, the connections

between these areas inferred from the news data are

generally stronger than their interactions based on the

mobile phone data. The positive values of the

connections between Fangshan and Fengtai and

between Fangshan and Shijingshan may result from

the very good transportation links between these units,

though there are no significant inter-unit differences in

economic conditions and resources. The news data

indicate tight connections among the four suburban

districts, Yanqing, Fangshan, Miyun and Tongzhou.

The mobile phone data do not reflect strong interac-

tions among these districts because very few individ-

uals travel between these units within 1 day. However,

because these units are located along the outermost

circle of Beijing, they have similar city functions and

thus tend to be mentioned together in the news. For

example, one news item reported ‘‘five ecological

conservation areas are now the first choice for leisure

tourism in Beijing’’ (http://travel.cnr.cn/list/

20170221/t20170221_523611976.shtml); this news

item mentioned the five administrative areas of Dax-

ing, Changping, Miyun, Mentougou and Huairou all at

once. Ecological conservation zones are written into

the master plan of Beijing as ‘‘one zone’’ in the ‘‘one

core, one main, one assistance, two axes, multiple

points, one zone’’ principle. This term refers to the

ecological conservation zones of the districts of

Mentougou, Pinggu, Huairou, Miyun, Yanqing,

Changping and Fangshan, which are important parts of

the ecological conservation area in the northwestern

portion of Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei.
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The characteristics of the two types of data

The use of mobile phone data to collect and charac-

terize the movements of individuals has the following

advantages. The widespread use of mobile electronic

devices enables the assessment of overall trends

through the recording of the movements of individu-

als; the coverage of the signal is wide, and the

accuracy of positioning is high; and the records can be

accessed in real time. Given the distribution of base

stations within the city, the data are available on a sub-

kilometre scale. However, when the granularity of the

spatial analysis has the same order of magnitude as the

service radius of the base stations, the results are

sometimes unstable because of the imperfect nature of

mobile phone data. However, as the scale increases,

studies on variable scales lead to more comprehensive

analyses.

Given its free access and availability, mass media-

based toponym co-occurrence analysis can assist in

measuring the degree of overall connection between

regions; however, the spatial scale must be correctly

selected to ensure that sufficient data fall into each

region to produce stable co-occurrence probabilities.

In this study, interactions are defined solely in terms of

human flows, whereas the connections among regions

are defined more broadly. We believe that the mobile

phone data can help us to uncover the inter-regional

interactions, whereas the news data primarily reflects

the connections between regions.

This paper notes that, besides the inherent infor-

mation bias that exists in big data, including mobile

phone signals, it is also important to consider another

category of bias, cognitive bias, which involves

assumptions as to what the data represent. For

example, it seems that both human flows and the co-

occurrence probabilities of toponyms in news items

can reasonably represent the connection intensity

between regions inside a city. However, these datasets

actually differ strongly; the data on daily individual

trajectories primarily provides a snapshot of regional

interactions, whereas the news data can be considered

to represent a running account of regional connections.

In short, the use of mobile phone data focuses on short-

term interactions in space, whereas the news data

reflect the functional interactions over longer periods.

Researchers must be wary of the cognitive biases that

they bring to the interpretation of data.

One of the contributions of this paper is that we

identify the cognitive bias in analyses of big data, as

exemplified by an urban case study that uses two

sources of big data. We conclude that it is of

importance to make assumptions that are suitable for

specific problems.

Conclusions

In this paper, we chart the interactions and connections

between the administrative units of Beijing, China

using individual trajectories derived from mobile

phone data and a toponym co-occurrence analysis

performed using mass media data. Given the above-

mentioned results and analysis, conclusions can be

drawn for the study area and the methodology we

follow.

Within the study area of Beijing, the overall pattern

of interactions and connections among administrative

districts have the shape of concentric circles. Dong-

cheng and Chaoyang share the strongest bond among

the pairs of regions. Compared with the mass media-

based regional connections, the interactions among

regions based on human flows is better represented by

the gravity model.

Both the mobile phone-based trajectories and the

mass media-based toponym co-occurrence analysis

can measure the connections between regions within a

city. However, the assumptions as to which data are

appropriate in representing spatial interactions can

significantly affect the results. Thus, a rigorous

examination of specific problems is needed to redefine

each problem in a more specific way.

These conclusions only hold for our study area. To

test the generality of these conclusions, more studies

must be carried out in different cities in the future. For

the previously mentioned scale effect in measure-

ments of interactions using mobile phone data, further

research using grids with various resolutions could be

performed to quantitatively identify the resolution at

which the gravity model provides the best fit to the

data. In the analysis of toponym co-occurrence within

news data, the topic of each news item is worthy of

consideration. Different kinds of connections could

then be tagged according to the co-occurrence of

toponyms in news items with different topics,.
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